Australian Parliament
Joint Standing Committee on Migration
Submission no. 312

23/3/11
The Migration Committee Chair
Ms. Maria Vanvakinou MP&
Dep. Chair M's Louise Markus MP.
Parliament House Camberra ACT 2600,
Dear Madam,
We read this message of yours
in our local News papers and we want to submit a few of our suggestions.
1.i.We are very upset with your rules to spend so much money to the newcomers in
Australia in expense of the pre-existing migrants who have been left out including
all the nationalities of the Aborigines.
1.ii.The migration must be stopped immediately and starting looking for the
neglected Aborigines of which we all are obliged to them and we should be grateful
to them for a number of reasons.
2.We are not racist ,but the white race had the highest accidents in the work force in
Australia where our grand-parents and our parents worked so much hard, so that to
prepare for their children and their grand-children better positions and better jobs for
us, and you take these jobs from us and you give to the newcomers. This is not fair.
3. They must work in lower jobs as our grand-parents and our parents worked (even
with university degree or diploma) or High School education (in that time was more
than enough).You can not take our jobs from us and give to them. If they do not like
they can go back to their country. We feed them.
4.Look what happened to the detention centre. We feed them and they became
aggressive towards the staff and they attack the staff. They are demanding and not
grateful. They should be returned to their country. When our grandparents came to
Australia, no matter if they had Education or University Degree, they worked in a
factory without any safety measures and in very unhealthy conditions.
5.Now we see all Asians who come to Australia, they prefer to stay with
unemployed benefit, until they find a job in their profession, instead of working in
a lower jobs e.g cleaners and at the same time their wives get pregnant as soon as
they come here so that not to work and pregnant again and we pay the taxes to feed
them and their children. You see? This is not fair and must be stopped. Their
husbands and they can go to the lower jobs than to feed them from our pockets.
6. The main point of your task must be the support to any nationality of
Aborigines, because we the white race and the [yellow race(took all the gold and
sent it to China and they declared only 5 pounds of it as we saw at the T.V.)], took
from them with deception and ungratefully (as we watched at the T. V. the
Teritelious Series where the Aborigines save his life and he has stolen their land
and betrayed them),their land ,we massacred them, we brought our diseases to
them and even now still try to deceive further and to take the rest of the land by
saying to them that, if they sell their earth, then they can have a better health and

education (as we saw at the T. V.)
7.This in not fair and you must provide to all Aborigines the same rights as you
provide to us for our Education Schools in their own languages plus English
and with a number of Health centres even to the most remote area and social
workers, Aged Carers, Disabilities in every remote area for the Aborigines
and Libraries and Books in their own Languages and their own Cultures,
Places for their festivities entertainments(Halls) and a lot of jobs,
and to teach them that; they need to have their own police and police station ,
which of course you can support them economically to obtain(so that the white
race not to kill them in the custody),and to obtain their own doctors and their
own lawyers, their own nurses, priests (by encouraging their children to go on
with their studies, to become one of them and to help their own people by
speaking their own language and their own customs and festivities( as we saw
at the T. V. a nice film of the Aborigines, they had nice customs), because anything
we have, we grasped it from them.
8.i.Also most of the Africans here are aggressive as the Asians are. They are bad
people and do not respect the other people. Both Asians and Africans we see here
at the Preston Council have made for their children two beautiful play-grounds
outside of the Preston Library and no one of the Asian bring their children to play
there and they bring them inside the Library to bother all of us who read, type,
study, or Internet.
8.ii.They are very annoyed and harmful people, but the Agglosaxons are better,
because they put some rules to their children at home and at the Library,
and the Asians and Africans should be imposed to follow the Agglosaxons
way because, it is not harmful to the other people, if they want to stay in
Australia and not to bullying to us.
8iii.The Agglosaxons are obedient and discipline in general, but not the Asians
and Africans and most of the Indians in Australia are schizophrenic(perhaps
this is due to the higher degree of poverty and mismanagement of their own
country's policy), and most of them are very dirty at home and throw rubbish
every where. The same thing with the people of FYROM = Slavoscopia they
are schizophrenic too. One of them came out of his car and he tried to struggle
one of us, because we had said the truth. You should not be allowed to bring
to Australia such people who are dangerous to the rest of us. If they do not
want to hear the truth then they can go back to their own country. In
Australia we all have the right to express our opinion and to say the truth and the
historical truth no matter how dirty it is.
9.This manoeuvrer of the staff of the Libraries in Victoria must be abolished by
teaching the primary school children and Kinden garden how to scream. This is
not a culture, this is like a jungle with wild animals. We scream, if we are hit
badly by accident or by someone, because of the pain or of the fear.
10.It could be nice idea to make a few parks for the Aborigines to gather
together with steady drinkable water available to them, toilets, kiosks, trees

gardens and shops Banks Post Offices markets, as we have here. Also churches
or temples and cemeteries too. They are people like us because they are black,
we should not reglet them.
11.All the other nationalities in Australia do not need anything. We have more
than enough. What ever you provide to any nationality(white yellow, and Africans
black race),then it has to be according to his population in that area and not as
it is here in Victoria where the Greeks are too many in particular areas and there is
only one Greek dictionary which is smaller than mine at home. Here in Preston
every second house is Greek or the whole St is Greek We are fighting so long and
still you can not have a bigger Dictionary in Greek with 1800 pages as the Italians
and some other languages have. It is not fair.
12.The other suggestion of us is that: To create something like an orphanage for
the children who do not leave with both biological parents so that the boyfriend
of his mother or the girlfriend of his father will not have the opportunity to assault
and mistreat the child, when her boyfriend is at home or his girlfriend is at home
until the child becomes 13 years old. If the mother works then she will pay from
her pocket by force. Not only to have a pleasure for herself with her boyfriend, but
also to undertake her responsibilities towards the child and vice-versa for the father
too.
On behalf of all of us

